A. Part I: 写出下列单词之中文，20%

1. anniversary

2. simultaneously

3. sustainable

4. transform

5. Linsanity

B. Part II: 選擇，60%

1. The geography teacher ______ the answer when the bell rang.
   (A) explained  (B) explains  (C) was explaining  (D) was explained

2. After working the whole morning, John ______ down for a nap.
   (A) lied  (B) laid  (C) lay  (D) lain

3. With the rising prices, more and more people complain that salaries in Taiwan are ______ enough to live on.
   (A) boldly  (B) normally  (C) hard  (D) barely

4. ______ had Logan fallen down ______ he began to laugh at his own clumsiness.
   (A) Right after, then  (B) No sooner, than  (C) Much faster, then  (D) Just when, than

5. My sister bought a whole new wardrobe yesterday. She is so keen on ______ the current fashion trends.
   (A) putting up with  (B) keeping up with  (C) coming up with  (D) jumping up with

6. The way that a caterpillar ______ a butterfly is one of nature’s wonders.
   (A) transforms into  (B) quarrels with  (C) sprays from  (D) embarks on
7. A meal at that five-star restaurant will surely be an _______ experience.
   (A) inevitable    (B) invisible
   (C) unreliable    (D) unforgettable

8. Let’s park the car here and walk up to the _______. We’ll have a great view of the ocean.
   (A) chaos         (B) oasis
   (C) cliffs        (D) funeral

9. Lisa is _______ luxury, so she won’t like this small apartment.
   (A) plunged into  (B) aware of
   (C) fastened of   (D) accustomed to

10. Karen took one day off so that she could _______ her sick baby.
    (A) fill out       (B) pay off
    (C) look after     (D) settle in

11. _______ Malcolm, everyone attended the school assembly this morning.
    (A) A swarm of    (B) Be home to
    (C) Make sense of (D) With the exception of

12. _______ the final examinations are over, the students are planning to celebrate.
    (A) Despite that   (B) Now that
    (C) Suppose that   (D) In that

C. Part III: 請將下列句子翻譯成英文：20%

1. 每個人皆盡力省水是必要的。

2. 如果我唸完研究所，老闆答應給我加薪。

3. 您可以告訴我那裡？

4. John花了三個小時去修理他的舊車。